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Areas for future collaboration-1

Data losses collection.
This will allow for missing SEE countries to develop the data collection.
This exercise will align SEE countries with EC ongoing discussion on Data Losses Collection and compatibility of data.
Areas for future collaboration-2

Development of decision making supporting system. Work with National Counterparts towards using collected data for analysis on economic losses and towards national dialogue/government engagement in disaster prevention, turning this instrument into a decision making supporting system.
Areas for future collaboration-3

Data Sharing
Data sharing at regional level through further development and adaptation to emerging needs of KMS. This activity will contribute to set common standards in data sharing (allowing alignment with EC strategy)
Areas for future collaboration-4

Exchange of Expert Programme
The IPA Exchange of Expert Programme has proven to be helpful and successful in the project. It would be of outmost relevance to continue this activity and to engage the political level (decision maker) as well as identify specific areas of focus for this exchanges (e.g.: floods, wildfires,...)
Areas for future collaboration

Local level engagement

– Build on MCR Campaign and EU local level CCA strategy towards DRR and CCA knowledge enhance and twinning.

– School safety: The last global platform for DRR identified, through the Ministerial high level panel discussion, the need to engage on school safety. Further schools have been identified as a key infrastructure in the UN MCR Campaign.
Areas for future collaboration-6

Raising awareness to reduce vulnerability
Enhance collaboration between Ministry of Education and HFA focal point towards development of awareness in vulnerability reduction and appropriate behavior of citizens.
This initiative will see twinning/knowledge sharing opportunity between NPDRR in the Region.
Areas for future collaboration-7

Public Private Partnership
Promotion of PPP towards engagement in reducing current risks and prevent future exposure to risks.
- Enhance data sharing and collaboration on risk knowledge
- Ensure business continuity strategy
- Reduce exposure to future disasters.
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